
Complete feeding solution designed for all  
feed mixers, suited for operations of all sizes.
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Smart Start Feed Management



As feed represents roughly 50% of livestock costs,  
it’s essential to incorporate a precision management plan 
to maximize returns. Upon determining TMR, loading 
is the next critical step in managing inputs, improving 
efficiency, optimization, and enabling performance 
tracking. The Digi-Star 2810 ensures accurate execution 
and logging, providing necessary metrics to improve 
operational profitability; know exactly what’s going in and 
what it’s returning. 

Compatible with virtually any TMR mixer on the market, 
the solution offers indicator options featuring Bluetooth® 
for remote connectivity. Additionally, for increased 
monitoring capability, the solutions come standard with 
a mobile application named TAP FEED — providing cab 
control, feed sheets, and remote support. The solutions 
are designed for organic user-progression, offering 
basic data logging today with the option to connect 
to advanced feed management software via Topcon 
Agriculture Platform (TAP FEED).

Optimize TMR inputs through 
precision loading, improving 
profitability

Free mobile app (TAP FEED) for  
in-cab control and monitoring 
improving efficiency and 
eliminating manual feed sheets

Remote support capability for 
reduced downtime

Connect to TAP FEED and have 
the most advanced feed 
management software tied 
directly to the mixer

Feed Management
Precision feed loading



Key Solution Features
• Free mobile device application, TAP FEED for Android 

and iOS.
• Integrated Bluetooth® on 2810  

indicators for remote connectivity
• Indicators offer 1.7” (43 mm) sunlight-readable display
• Preset weight function
• Internal alarms
• Rotation counter/timer
• Machine hour meter
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Digi-Star 2810
Bluetooth® indicator on

feed mixer acting as
controller and display
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Digi-Star 2010 
Smart junction box with 
integrated Bluetooth® 

functionality
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TAP FEED App
In-cab app for  

increased control
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Load Cell
Load cells for accurate 
weight measurement
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TAP FEED
TAP FEED (Lite) is the latest evolution in modern feed 
management. Tied directly to the feed mixer to drastically improve 
workflow efficiency, the software provides key, clear and powerful 
functionality to manage livestock’s greatest operating cost. 

TAP FEED App
Cab Control
Control the 2810 indicators on the feed mixer remotely (in-cab).

Loads
Program precise feed rations and use mobile device as simple batching tool.  
Easy to input loads, resize and export.

Scale Tracker
Allows technicians to provide remote support to operators.

Complementary Solutions

Data Sharing 
Permit access and share data with 
trusted advisors 

Rotation Counter
Indicates desired number 
of revolutions

Advanced Feed Management
TMR Tracker for complete feed 
management software


